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Abstract
Most superpixel methods are sensitive to noise. What’s more,
most of them cannot control the superpixel number precisely.
To solve these problems, in this paper, we propose a robust
superpixel method called fuzzy simple linear iterative clus-
tering (Fuzzy SLIC), which adopts a local spatial fuzzy C-
means clustering and dynamic fuzzy superpixels. We develop
a fast and precise superpixel number control algorithm called
onion peeling (OP) algorithm. Fuzzy SLIC is non-sensitive
to most types of noise like Gaussian, salt and pepper, and
multiplicative noise. With the OP algorithm, it can control
the superpixel number precisely without losing much com-
putational efficiency. At the same time, it outperforms state-
of-the-art methods in generating similar superpixel segmen-
tation. In the validation experiments, we tested Fuzzy SLIC
and Fuzzy SLICNC (using OP algorithm). We compared
them with SLIC, LSC, and SNIC on the BSD500 and MSRC
benchmarks. The experiment results show that our methods
outperform state-of-the-art techniques in both noise-free and
noisy environments.
Introduction
The concept of superpixel was first introduced in (Ren and
Malik 2003). After that, various efficient superpixel methods
have been proposed. Superpixel methods group pixels simi-
lar in color and other properties (Achanta et al. 2012). They
capture the redundancy, abstract and preserve the structure
from the image (Achanta et al. 2012; Jia and Zhang 2014;
Guo et al. 2018). Through substituting thousands of pix-
els to hundreds of superpixels, they also improve the com-
putational efficiency of subsequent image processing tasks
(Achanta et al. 2012; Boix et al. 2012; Bergh et al. 2012).
With the above advantages, superpixel methods are widely
used as a preprocessing technique in many image process-
ing tasks like template matching (Yang et al. 2019), image
quality assessment (Sun et al. 2018), image classification
(Wang et al. 2013; Guo et al. 2018), image segmentation
(Lucchi et al. 2012; Farag et al. 2017; Giraud et al. 2017;
Guo et al. 2018; Kumar, Fred, and Varghese 2018), etc.
A good superpixel method should have properties, like
compactness, partition, connectivity, boundary adherence,
∗This author and the second author contributed equally in test-
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low computational complexity, high memory efficiency,
controllable superpixel number, and precise generated su-
perpixel number (Achanta et al. 2012). Each superpixel
method has its own merits and its own suitable applica-
tion cases. Among them, clustering-based methods are of-
ten used as a preprocessing method for image segmenta-
tion tasks (Lucchi et al. 2012; Guo et al. 2018; Kumar,
Fred, and Varghese 2018). Clustering-based methods con-
sider the superpixel generation as a clustering problem and
use some modified clustering methods to solve it. They take
color, spatial distance, depth, etc. as the clustering features.
Through the clustering process, the number and the com-
pactness of superpixels are controllable (Stutz, Hermans,
and Leibe 2018). However, most of them need an additional
postprocessing step to enforce the connectivity of the final
superpixel segmentation result (Achanta and Ssstrunk 2017;
Stutz, Hermans, and Leibe 2018), this makes some of them
unable to generate precise number of superpixels as re-
quired (Achanta and Ssstrunk 2017). Simple linear itera-
tive clustering (SLIC) is one of the most commonly used
clustering-based methods. It adopts a local K-means clus-
tering method to cluster pixels based on the color and spa-
tial distance (Kim et al. 2013). The superpixels generated
by SLIC have good boundary adherence and regular size (Li
et al. 2017). However, it is unable to generate precise su-
perpixel number (Achanta and Ssstrunk 2017). Linear spec-
tral clustering (LSC) is another well-known clustering-based
method (Li and Chen 2015). Different to SLIC, it projects
the five-dimensional space of spatial and color coordinates
to a ten-dimensional space before performing the K-means
clustering. This makes it obtain a better boundary recall
rate than SLIC. However, its computational performance is
worse than SLIC and it is also unable to generate precise
superpixel number. To control superpixel number precisely,
simple noniterative clustering (SNIC) has been developed
recently (Achanta and Ssstrunk 2017). Compared to SLIC
and LSC, SNIC has higher computational performance and
memory efficiency. What’s more, it also has better bound-
ary adherence, can generate precise superpixel number and
is not iterative. However, SNIC and above clustering-based
methods are all sensitive to noise. When the noise is in-
troduced, they cannot maintain the performance as they are
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used in noise-free situation.
To solve above problems of clustering-based superpixel
methods, in this paper, we introduce an improved simple
linear iterative clustering method called fuzzy simple lin-
ear iterative clustering (Fuzzy SLIC) which is based on a
modified spatial fuzzy C-means clustering method and dy-
namic fuzzy superpixels. Compared to commonly used su-
perpixel methods, Fuzzy SLIC does not need a preprocess-
ing step of denoise and it still has a comparable speed to
three most commonly used clustering-based methods: LSC,
SLIC, and SNIC, which are three fast superpixel methods.
What’s more, we introduce a fast and precise superpixel
number control algorithm called onion peeling (OP) algo-
rithm for clustering-based superpixel methods. To validate
the proposed methods, we tested our Fuzzy SLIC and Fuzzy
SLICNC (using OP algorithm) on the MSRC (Shotton et al.
2009) and BSD500 (Arbelaez et al. 2011). We designed four
testing groups consists of three noisy testing groups and one
noise-free testing group. Three noisy testing groups are: (1)
salt and pepper noise, (2) Gaussian noise, (3) multiplicative
noise, respectively. In each noisy testing group, we tested
the robustness of three methods against different noise lev-
els respectively. The noise-free testing group is as a con-
trol experiment. We applied SLIC, SNIC, LSC, Fuzzy SLIC,
and Fuzzy SLICNC on the above testing groups. The results
show that our methods outperform state-of-the-art methods
in both noisy and noise-free testing groups. The contribu-
tions of this paper include
1) This is the first attempt of introducing fuzzy C-means
clustering to the clustering-based superpixel method.
2) We have investigated dynamic fuzzy superpixels to ef-
ficiently improve the computational performance of the
proposed method.
3) We have developed a robust superpixel method which has
high performance against most kinds of noise.
4) We have proposed a fast and precise superpixel number
control algorithm for clustering-based superpixel meth-
ods.
The rest of paper is organized as follows. In Section 2,
we introduce a modified spatial fuzzy C-means clustering
method called local spatial fuzzy C-means clustering (LS-
FCM), a concept to speed up LSFCM called dynamic fuzzy
superpixels, and a precise superpixel number control algo-
rithm called onion peeling (OP) algorithm. Then we provide
the pseudo code of Fuzzy SLIC. At the end of this section,
we analyze the computational complexity and memory effi-
ciency of Fuzzy SLIC and OP algorithm. In Section 3, we
first introduce the experiment settings and benchmark met-
rics. Then, we present the analysis of the experiment results.
In Section 4, we conclude the paper.
Fuzzy Simple Linear Iterative Clustering and
Onion Peeling Algorithm
In this section, we will introduce two main parts of the pro-
posed Fuzzy SLIC and a fast and precise superpixel number
control algorithm.
Local Spatial Fuzzy C-means Clustering
Fuzzy C-means clustering (FCM) (Bezdek 1981) is widely
used in the field of image segmentation (Chuang et al. 2006;
Kumar, Fred, and Varghese 2018; Lei et al. 2018). However,
standard FCM is sensitive to some independent noise points
(Chuang et al. 2006). To overcome this problem, some re-
searchers proposed spatial constrained fuzzy C-means clus-
tering methods (SFCMs) (Zhang and Chen 2004; Chuang et
al. 2006). Through introducing spatial information to FCM,
SFCMs can yield homogeneous regions and are more robust
against noise than the standard FCM (Chuang et al. 2006). In
this paper, we propose a local spatial fuzzy C-means cluster-
ing (LSFCM) which uses a local search instead of a global
search. Different to FCM, because of using a local search,
the objective function of LSFCM is as follow,
min J =
mn∑
j=1
Nj∑
i=1
utij‖xi − cj‖2, (1)
where Nj is the number of pixels which are in a grid search-
ing region of cluster j, mn is the number of clusters after
initialization which is often different to input cluster num-
ber m, t is the fuzzy partition matrix exponent which should
be larger than 1 for controlling the degree of fuzzy overlap,
uij is the degree of membership of data point i in the cluster
j, and ‖ · ‖ denotes the inner product norm.
By taking partial derivative of j in Equation (1) with uij
and cj respectively, we can obtain a necessary condition for
local minima:
uij =
1∑mi
k=1(
‖xi−cj‖
‖xi−ck‖ )
2
t−1
, (2)
cj =
∑Nj
i=1 u
t
ijxi∑Nj
i=1 u
t
ij
, (3)
where, mi is the number of possible labels of pixel i, be-
cause of the local search, only the pixel in a cluster’s search-
ing region is used to update u and c, hence, here is mi not
mn. And because the searching region of each cluster has
the same size, Nj is a certain value.
To resist noise, LSFCM introduces the spatial information
in the fuzzy partition matrix U to compute the new fuzzy
partition matrix U’. Different to (Chuang et al. 2006), LS-
FCM adopts a 3× 3 window centered at pixel i to select its
neighbors and uses the neighbor’s fuzzy partition degree to
construct the spatial function as follow,
hij =
∑
k∈Nb(i)
ukj , (4)
where, Nb(i) is the set of the pixels selected by a square
window which centers at pixel i. Then combine the H with
U to obtain U’,
u′ij =
upijh
q
ij∑mi
k=1 u
p
ikh
q
ik
, (5)
where, p and q are the control parameters. A larger q means
more important of the effect from neighbors. In this paper,
Cluster 
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Figure 1: Fuzzy SLIC performs a local spatial fuzzy C-
means clustering. The local here means the membership of
a pixel is only shared by several nearest superpixels.
we adopt p = 0, q = 2 to achieve good performance in noise
resistance.
Using the U’ to update the c, we can obtain the new c
update function as follow,
cj =
∑Nj
i=1 u
′t
ijxi∑Nj
i=1 u
′t
ij
. (6)
The demonstration of LSFCM is as Figure 1 show.
Dynamic Fuzzy Superpixels
We use a local search to update each pixels fuzzy partition
degree and each cluster centroids position. Local search has
several advantages like fast speed, high memory efficiency,
and less redundancy. But how to get the overlapping search-
ing region is a problem of LSFCM. We consider two ways:
(1) static overlapping region without evolution (simple, fast,
but less reasonable and not suitable for a clustering method),
which is used in a study of improving the performance of
TurboPixels (Levinshtein et al. 2009) and is called fuzzy su-
perpixel (FS) (Guo et al. 2018); (2) dynamic overlapping
region (reasonable but high computational and memory cost
because each pixel has different number of possible labels as
Figure 2 show and in the clustering process, the maximum
number of possible labels of each pixel will also be changed
in different iterations). In this paper, we consider dynamic
overlapping region but modify it to get comparable com-
putational and memory cost like FS. We call the dynamic
overlapping part of each superpixel’s searching region dy-
namic fuzzy superpixel (DFS). We find that most pixels do
not have more than 3 labels in DFS. We tested different max-
imum number of possible labels, and we also find when the
maximum number of labels of each pixel is set to 3, that is to
say, mi ≤ 3, LSFCM will achieve the best performance of
clustering and comparable computational and memory cost
against FS. With the introduction of DFS, the computational
performance of LSFCM will be further improved without
performance lost, and the Equation (6) will be modified as
follow,
cj =
∑Np(j)
i=1 u
′t
ijxi∑Np(j)
i=1 u
′t
ij
, (7)
Cluster centroid a
Searching region of a
Overlapping area
Cluster centroids update
Overlapping area
With the update of cluster centroids, 
the overlapping areas will also be updated
Figure 2: The searching region of each superpixel has some
overlapping areas with other superpixels. Fuzzy SLIC per-
forms a dynamic region evolution from start to end. The
dynamic overlapping areas in clustering process are called
dynamic fuzzy superpixels.
where, Np(j) is the number of pixels which have the label
of j, this time, it is not a certain value, and different clusters
will have different Np.
The pseudo-code of Fuzzy SLIC is shown in Algorithm 1.
Onion Peeling Algorithm
Clustering-based superpixel methods often need a post pro-
cessing step to enforce the connectivity. However, this pro-
cess leads these methods unable to generate precise num-
ber of superpixels. Some research requires a certain number
of superpixels. This defect limits the applications of these
methods. In this paper, to solve this problem of clustering-
based superpixel methods, we propose an algorithm called
onion peeling (OP) algorithm. The details of OP algorithm
are shown in Figure 3. In OP algorithm, to generate more
superpixels, the algorithm needs to calculate the new cluster
number as follow,
Ln =
m2
mp
+mA, (8)
where, mp is the number of superpixels after enforcing con-
nectivity, and A is an amplification coefficient. In this paper,
it is set to 0.2.
Computational Complexity and Memory Cost
Fuzzy SLIC has to update U, H, and U in its clustering
method. The computational time of U update is proportional
to N , where N is the number of pixels, the computational
time of H update is proportional to 8 × N (8 neighbors
of each pixel selected by a 3 × 3 window), and the com-
putational time of U update is proportional to N . Other
computational times like D (distance matrix, O(N)) and c
(O(mn)) are the same as SLIC. Hence, the additional com-
putational complexity of Fuzzy SLIC compared to SLIC is
O(10N)−O(N) = O(9N), because SLIC needs additional
O(N) times to calculate the sum of features of each clus-
ter. The total computational complexity of Fuzzy SLIC is
O(N) + O(mn) + O(10N) ≈ O(N) + O(mn), because
N  10. It is also similar to SNIC. Therefore, it has com-
parable computational performance compared to SLIC and
SNIC. As to the memory requirement, Fuzzy SLIC needs
3 additional N × 3 floats to store U, H, U, and D (U and
U’ are stored in the same address), which is slightly inferior
Algorithm 1 Fuzzy SLIC
Input: Image matrix I, number of clusters m, compactness
coefficient C
Output: Label matrix L, number of superpixels mp
Get the grid map with each grid size
√
N
m of I
Initialize the cluster centroids c by sampling pixels in each
grid and update cluster number mn
Adjust cj to the lowest gradient position in its 8 spatial
nearest neighbors
L[1:N ]← −1, G[1:N , 1:3]← −1, D[1:N , 1:3]←∞ (G
is used to store the possible labels of each pixel)
repeat
U[1:N , 1:3]← 0, H[1:N , 1:3]← 0, f[1:N ]← 0
for j = 1 tomn do
for i = 1 to SeachRegion(cj) do
d = Distance(xi, cj) //SLIC distance function
if f(i) < 3 then
f(i)++, D(i, f(i)) = d, G(i, f(i)) = i
else
if d < maxD(i, :) then
D(i,Position(maxD(i, :))) = d
G(i,Position(maxD(i, :))) = i
end if
end if
end for
end for
Update U
Use H to get new U (U’)
Use U’ to update c
until error < threshold
L = G(Position(max (U’)))
Enforce the connectivity of L
mp = Count(Unique(L))
to SLIC and SNIC. As to OP algorithm, its computational
time is O(ms − mp)  O(N), where ms is the expected
superpixel number. In the worst cases, it will need to rerun
the clustering process. But in most cases, it does not need to
rerun the clustering process. In our experiments, the average
running time of Fuzzy SLICNC (using OP algorithm) is a
little higher than Fuzzy SLIC.
Experiments and Results
Experiment Settings and Benchmark Metrics
To validate the proposed methods, we selected the BSD500
and MSRC datasets as the benchmarks. We implemented
Fuzzy SLIC and Fuzzy SLICNC in C source code with
MATLAB interface. To ensure the fairness of comparison,
we selected the same implementation of SLIC, LSC, and
SNIC. What’s more, to obtain similar superpixel segmen-
tation in terms of boundary adherence in a noise-free en-
vironment, SLIC makes the use of compactness coefficient
C = 20, LSC uses ratio 0.3, and SNIC uses C = 20 (The
details of tuning process are not shown in the paper). We
tested different C of Fuzzy SLIC and Fuzzy SLICNC to ob-
tain similar superpixel segmentation with other three meth-
Figure 3: The process of onion peeling algorithm, where
each grid represents a superpixel and each color represents
a label: Step 1: Determine whether algorithm generates ex-
pected number of superpixels or not. If yes, output the result.
If not, turn to the Step 2. Step 2: Determine whether the gen-
erated number is larger than the expected number or not. If
not, turn to Step 3. If yes, turn to Step 4. Step 3: Compute
the new cluster number Ln and generate more superpixels
then go to Step 4. Step 4: Compute the difference between
the generated number and the expected number. Step 5: Se-
lect some superpixels with smallest area according to the
difference. Step 6: Combine them into the nearest and most
alike neighbor, and delete their labels. To keep the connec-
tivity, when a superpixel needs to be removed if it is only
surrounded by other superpixels that need to be removed, it
will be processed after one of its neighbor processed. Be-
cause this process is quite like peeling onion from outside to
inside, the algorithm is called onion peeling algorithm.
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Figure 4: Overall performance comparison of boundary re-
call of all methods without noise.
ods as Figures 4-5 show. We find when Fuzzy SLIC uses
C = 15, and Fuzzy SLICNC uses C = 13, Fuzzy SLIC
and Fuzzy SLICNC can achieve similar superpixel segmen-
tation against state-of-the-art. The details of C selection of
Fuzzy SLICNC are not shown because the core part of Fuzzy
SLICNC is the same as Fuzzy SLIC. OP algorithm will com-
bine some superpixels based on greedy strategy which will
degrade boundary adherence to some extent so it achieve
similar result against Fuzzy SLIC when C = 13. Other pa-
rameters are set to the default.
For each superpixel method, we designed four testing
groups: one noise-free testing group and three noisy testing
groups. The three noisy testing groups are: zero mean Gaus-
sian noise with standard deviation (std) range [0.1, 0.2, 0.3],
multiplicative noise (multiplied by zero mean Gaussian
noise with std range [0.1, 0.2, 0.3]), and salt and pepper
noise with noise density range [0.1, 0.15, 0.2, 0.25, 0.3], re-
spectively. We compared their performance in these groups
respectively. All testing groups are run on a personal com-
puter with Mac OSX 10.14.1, Intel Core i5 2.3 GHz 4 cores
CPU, and 16 GB RAM. The evaluation metrics we select
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Figure 5: Overall performance comparison of under-
segmentation error of all methods without noise.
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Figure 6: Overall performance comparison of compactness
of all methods without noise.
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Figure 7: Overall performance comparison of variance of su-
perpixel numbers of all methods without noise.
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Figure 8: Overall performance comparison of boundary re-
call of all methods with Gaussian noise.
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Figure 9: Overall performance comparison of under-
segmentation error of all methods with Gaussian noise.
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Figure 10: Overall performance comparison of compactness
of all methods with Gaussian noise.
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Figure 11: Overall performance comparison of variance of
superpixel numbers of all methods with Gaussian noise.
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Figure 12: Overall performance comparison of boundary re-
call of all methods with multiplicative noise.
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Figure 13: Overall performance comparison of under-
segmentation error of all methods with multiplicative noise.
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Figure 14: Overall performance comparison of compactness
of all methods with multiplicative noise.
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Figure 15: Overall performance comparison of variance of
superpixel numbers of all methods with multiplicative noise.
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Figure 16: Overall performance comparison of boundary re-
call of all methods with salt and pepper noise.
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Figure 17: Overall performance comparison of under-
segmentation error of all methods with salt and pepper noise.
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Figure 18: Overall performance comparison of compactness
of all methods with salt and pepper noise.
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Figure 19: Overall performance comparison of variance of
superpixel numbers all methods with salt and pepper noise.
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Figure 20: Comparison of average running time. The results
obtained by each method generating different number of su-
perpixels over 100 images of size 321× 481.
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Figure 21: Visual comparison results. Note: Non, Ga, Mu, Sa are the abbreviations of noise-free, Gaussian noise, multiplicative
noise, and salt and pepper noise respectively, the number of clusters for all methods are the same m = 400.
are one standard measure for compactness and two stan-
dard measures for boundary adherence: compactness met-
ric (CO), boundary recall rate (BR), and under segmentation
error (UE) (Levinshtein et al. 2009; Veksler, Boykov, and
Mehrani 2010; Schick, Fischer, and Stiefelhagen 2014). We
also use the variance of superpixel numbers (VSN) to evalu-
ate the superpixel number control ability of each superpixel
method. VSN calculate the variance of generated superpixel
numbers of a superpixel method in a set of same size images
using the same m.
Performance Analysis
Figures 4-7 show the BR curves, UE curves, CO curves, and
VSN curves obtained by all methods used in this paper with-
out noise. We also tested the effect of different compactness
coefficient C to the performance of Fuzzy SLIC (the core
part of Fuzzy SLICNC is no different with Fuzzy SLIC,
so we just show the result of the final selected C of Fuzzy
SLICNC). From these Figures, we can see that using larger
compactness coefficient, the shape of superpixels generated
by Fuzzy SLIC will be more regular while the boundary ad-
herence will drop to some extent. We also can see that using
C = 15 for Fuzzy SLIC and C = 13 for Fuzzy SLICNC,
our methods can obtain similar performance in terms of BR
and UE against state-of-the-art methods. From Figure 7, we
can see that superpixel number control ability of Fuzzy SLIC
is better than SLIC and LSC. Fuzzy SLICNC can generate
precise number of superpixels as SNIC. There is no big dif-
ference between Fuzzy SLIC and Fuzzy SLICNC on bound-
ary adherence. To compare them more clearly, Figures 4-6
also show the normalized area under the curve (AUC) of
LSC, SLIC, SNIC, Fuzzy SLIC with C = 15, and Fuzzy
SLICNC. We can see that Fuzzy SLIC achieves the best UE
and second best BR, CO, and VSN. The overall performance
of Fuzzy SLIC is the best against other methods. Figures 8-
19 show the results obtained in noisy testing groups. We can
see that Fuzzy SLIC and Fuzzy SLICNC achieve the best
overall performance in terms of BR, UE, and CO. What’s
more, Fuzzy SLICNC achieves the best overall performance
in terms of all four evaluation metrics. Although in Figures
8 and 12 LSC achieves the best BR against other four meth-
ods, it performs worst in terms of CO which means the shape
of its generated superpixels is most irregular against other
methods. It also can be seen in Figure 21. What’s more, the
UE and VSN obtained by it are also worse than our meth-
ods. Another interesting phenomenon is that SLIC achieves
the best CO in salt and pepper noise, as shown in Figure 18.
However, the VSN of SLIC does not work well. It achieves
good CO through reducing generated superpixel number as
Figure 21 shows. From Figures 11, 15, and 19, we can see
that the superpixel number control ability of Fuzzy SLIC is
still better than SLIC and LSC. Figure 20 shows the average
execution time comparison of all methods applied to 100 im-
ages with the same size 321×481, the speed of Fuzzy SLIC
and Fuzzy SLICNC are comparable to the state-of-the-art.
Conclusion
This paper proposes a robust superpixel method based on lo-
cal spatial fuzzy C-means clustering and dynamic fuzzy su-
perpixels. The proposed method, compared to state-of-the-
art clustering-based superpixel methods, has comparable or
even better performance in terms of boundary adherence,
compactness, computational complexity, and memory effi-
ciency under a noise-free environment. More importantly,
under a noisy environment, the proposed method outper-
forms state-of-the-art ones significantly. To solve the pre-
cise superpixel number control problem of most clustering-
based superpixel methods, we propose the onion peeling al-
gorithm. In the validation experiments, OP algorithm can
help clustering-based superpixel method control the super-
pixel number fast and precisely.
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